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YEC THEME

Un futuro juntxs
Our theme this year emphasizes what a future looks like for
Latinxs/Chicanxs in Los Angeles and beyond. We aim to set a

foundation for building a united future through organizing, activism,
and community. We also want you all to feel driven to succeed and
pursue your dreams. We hope that after attending this conference,
the knowledge and experiences you obtain are carried out to your
own communities, schools, and interactions. Our conference is a

space to learn from community narratives being shared, challenged,
or reimagined. Our goal is for you all to leave the conference feeling

empowered in terms of wanting to be active members in your
communities, as well as being motivated to pursue an education at

an institution of higher learning.
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YEC HISTORY

MEChA de UCLA’s Youth Empowerment Conference (formerly known
as Raza Youth Conference) sprung in 1993 at the University of

California, Los Angeles as a result of the end of affirmative action.
The termination of this policy led to the fast decline of diversity,

specifically of People of Color in higher education institutions across
the nation. Among those directly impacted were the Chicanx/Latinx
community and student organizations/groups on our campus, such
as MEChA de UCLA. Under the guidance of the mission and vision

statements of MEChA de UCLA, the student organization established
the Youth Conference, with a long-term goal of guiding and leading
underrepresented and underserved students on their path to higher
education and also tackling the educational barriers that prevent

our communities from choosing to obtain higher education. This year
will be the 29th iteration of the Youth Empowerment Conference
and MEChA de UCLA is dedicated to upholding our organization’s
goal of providing students with the resources and tools to achieve

higher education.
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AGENDA 
Registration and Breakfast 

Welcoming 

Kizh- Gabrieleño blessing 

Keynote Speaker 1

Keynote Speaker 2

Groups and Ice-breakers

Workshop Session #1

Workshop Session #2

Lunch and Entertainment

Workshop #3

Keynote Speaker 3

Closing

8:00am-9:00am

9:00am-9:10am

9:10am-9:25am

9:25am-9:40am

9:40am-9:55am

9:55am-10:20am

10:30am-11:15am

11:25am-12:10pm

12:10pm-1:30pm

1:40pm-2:25pm

2:35pm-2:50pm

2:50pm-3:05pm
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Javier Rodriguez
Javier Rodriguez is currently the Regional Coordinator for the
Rising Scholars Network at the California Community Colleges
Chancellor's Office. He partners with college campuses across
his region and provides support to college programs serving

students impacted by the criminal justice system. Before joining
Rising Scholars, Javier earned his Masters of Social Welfare
from the Luskin School of Public Affairs at UCLA. During his

time at UCLA, he co-founded the Underground Scholars
Initiative (USI) UCLA Chapter. 
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Fabián Pavón

 

Fabián Pavón was born and raised in the city of Pomona. He graduated from
Garey High School and received an AAT in History from Mt. San Antonio College.

He received his bachelor's degree in Chicanx Studies from the University of
California, Santa Barbara. He is currently a Project Expert at Mt.SAC’s El Centro:

Chicanx/Latinx Student Support Program. He is also a board member of the
Latina/o Roundtable of the San Gabriel and Pomona Valley and serves as the

Chairperson for the Parks and Recreation Commission for the city of Pomona. He
was recently recruited to contribute to the Liberated Ethnic Studies Model

Curriculum Coalition. He successfully lead the movement for a year-long Ethnic
Studies graduation requirement at Pomona Unified School District and was

successful in getting the city of Pomona to increase public investments for parks
and recreation programs. He was recently accepted to a doctorate degree

program and will begin classes this fall at UC Santa Barbara with the Chicana/o
Studies Department.
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Sebastian Cazares is a UCLA Bruin, local activist and organizer, and civic
leader who made history in 2020 becoming the youngest elected official
on-record in LA County and one of the youngest Latino public officials to
ever be elected in the state of California. Sebastian has dedicated his life

to a variety of progressive causes, movements for racial justice, and
student advocacy since his teen years, winning lawsuits for voting rights,

implementing educational policy changes, and mobilizing the youth in
nationally important elections, and leading massive marches for change.
He draws inspiration from his family, who were Mexican immigrants that
marched with Cesar Chavez and Dolores Huerta, and Puerto Ricans raised

in Hawaii since 1901.
 

Sebastian
 Cazares 

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
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Fu+u®3- Arte y Resistencia (Bilingual- Kaplan A26)
Pandemia, war, climate change, economical crisis: Who can save us from the abyss? 

We don’t have the answer, in fact there’s no one single answer...the world has become so complex,
that we only know we have to invent the answer TOGETHER. A scifi-movie project made with

indigenas from Michoacán, NFTs in collaboration with mexican rockstars, a TV show in purepecha
on national television, home made animations developed during the pandemia, a mural comic
made with high temperature ceramic against racism, a documentary long feature film about

charros against nazis, an awarded shortfilm about immigrants in Tijuana etc. We want to share
our experience with young warriors who want to defeat hate, fear, dead and destruction, with

creative strategies that go beyond giving likes in social media.
 

Si Se Puede!: Organizing Amazon in Los Angeles- LA Federation 
of Labor (English- Kaplan A30)

Amazon is increasingly hurting Latinx and Black working class communities across Los Angeles by
providing unsafe working conditions, collaborating with ICE and polluting our neighborhoods. Join
the LA County Federation of Labor to talk about how organized workers and communities can take

control of the richest corporation in the world, and how you can get involved in the fight in Los
Angeles!

 
ShElla EmpowHerment: Voice, Vision & Veritas- UCLA Gymnastics

Alumna, Latinas In Hollywood (English, some Spanish- Kaplan A32)
ShElla. ShEh-Ya. What is My PowHer? Daug(Hijas)ters, Sis(Hermanas)ters - Mujer(Women)es. CreatriXX.

Brava! Celebrating my knowing that my educational pursuits bring more healthy and productive
gifts to me - the majority. In elevating my earning powHer and becoming an active playHer in

decisions affecting me while creating evolutionary futures for my family, my sisters and
commUnity. The special Heart sharing of me. In this workshop, we will dive into the importance of
holistic wellness and mental health. Along with learning the realities of how mental health stigma

affect Latinx youth. Join us in a roundtable conversation on how we can retain ourselves and
empower ourselves to engage in healthy holistic wellness. 

WORKSHOPS: SESSION 1 
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Get Out The Vote: Why Voting as BIPOC Youth is
Important- CA Freedom Summer (English- Kaplan A40)

In Four Years, Young People (Ages 14-24) in the U.S. Will Be Half White, Half
People of Color. Youth Voter Turnout in 2020 was made up largely by White

youth. Registering to vote is required in order to cast your voice on local, state,
and federal elections. BIPOC Youth now live in a time where we are able to stand

firm in numbers and advocate for building better communities for our
communities. This session will emphasize the power of young people voting and

go over what is on the Los Angeles ballot. The workshop portion will focus on
registering folks to vote, as well as discussing ways we could get more of our

communities out to vote. 

UCLA Opportunities and Admission Review Process-
UCLA Admissions (English, Q&A Bilingual- Kaplan A46) 

Learn about the many opportunities available to students at UCLA, such as
research, 125+ majors, 90+ minors and resources/programs to ensure students

success. You will also learn about the opportunities available outside of the
classroom, including living on campus and how to find your community on

campus. And lastly, learn about UCLA’s holistic review and hear how applications
are reviewed.

WORKSHOPS: SESSION 1 
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Crecimiento en Reflexión - MEChA Yolotzonyo
(English- Kaplan A48) 

As first-generation students, we are often pressured into performing our absolute
best in academics while at the same time upholding societal expectations of

being the best version of ourselves. This can often lead to burying thoughts and
feelings in the subconscious mind that can affect you without realizing it. We

welcome you to our space to explore these feelings and share forms of becoming
proactive to process them.

What is Global Health? And YOUR Role In It- GlobeMed
at UCLA (English- Kaplan A56)

Global Health is defined as "an area for study, research, and practice that places
a priority on improving health for all people worldwide". But what does that even
mean? And what does work in global health work actually look like for students

at UCLA, health organizations across the globe, and activists in communities
close to you? In this workshop, we will define Global Health by exploring current
global health issues and projects that address them. And finally, to start thinking
from a global health perspective, we will dive into a case study on a global health

issue that is closer to home, the shade deserts in Los Angeles.

Financial Aid Outreach- UCLA Financial Aid Office  
(English- Kaplan A68)

 The Financial Aid Office will be available to answer questions and provide
information about different student aid opportunities available from the Federal

Government, State of California, and Institutions.

WORKSHOPS: SESSION 1 
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WORKSHOPS: SESSION 2 
Fu+u®3- Arte y Resistencia (Bilingual- Kaplan A26)

Pandemia, war, climate change, economical crisis: Who can save us from the abyss? 
We don’t have the answer, in fact there’s no one single answer...the world has become so complex,

that we only know we have to invent the answer TOGETHER. A scifi-movie project made with
indigenas from Michoacán, NFTs in collaboration with mexican rockstars, a TV show in purepecha

on national television, home made animations developed during the pandemia, a mural comic
made with high temperature ceramic against racism, a documentary long feature film about

charros against nazis, an awarded shortfilm about immigrants in Tijuana etc. We want to share
our experience with young warriors who want to defeat hate, fear, dead and destruction, with

creative strategies that go beyond giving likes in social media.
 

Si Se Puede!: Organizing Amazon in Los Angeles- LA Federation 
of Labor (English- Kaplan A30)

Amazon is increasingly hurting Latinx and Black working class communities across Los Angeles by
providing unsafe working conditions, collaborating with ICE and polluting our neighborhoods. Join
the LA County Federation of Labor to talk about how organized workers and communities can take

control of the richest corporation in the world, and how you can get involved in the fight in Los
Angeles!

 
ShElla EmpowHerment: Voice, Vision & Veritas- UCLA Gymnastics

Alumna, Latinas In Hollywood (English, some Spanish- Kaplan A32)
ShElla. ShEh-Ya. What is My PowHer? Daug(Hijas)ters, Sis(Hermanas)ters - Mujer(Women)es. CreatriXX.

Brava! Celebrating my knowing that my educational pursuits bring more healthy and productive
gifts to me - the majority. In elevating my earning powHer and becoming an active playHer in

decisions affecting me while creating evolutionary futures for my family, my sisters and
commUnity. The special Heart sharing of me. In this workshop, we will dive into the importance of
holistic wellness and mental health. Along with learning the realities of how mental health stigma

affect Latinx youth. Join us in a roundtable conversation on how we can retain ourselves and
empower ourselves to engage in healthy holistic wellness. 
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WORKSHOPS: SESSION 2 
Get Out The Vote: Why Voting as BIPOC Youth is Important- 

CA Freedom Summer (Bilingual- Kaplan A40)
In Four Years, Young People (Ages 14-24) in the U.S. Will Be Half White, Half People of
Color. Youth Voter Turnout in 2020 was made up largely by White youth. Registering to
vote is required in order to cast your voice on local, state, and federal elections. BIPOC
Youth now live in a time where we are able to stand firm in numbers and advocate for

building better communities for our communities. This session will emphasize the
power of young people voting, go over what is on the Los Angeles ballot. The workshop
portion will focus on registering folks to work, as well as discussing ways in which we

could get more of our communities out to vote. 
 
 

UCLA Opportunities and Admission Review Process- UCLA
Admissions (English, Q&A Bilingual- Kaplan A46) 

Learn about the many opportunities available to students at UCLA, such as research,
125+ majors, 90+ minors and resources/programs to ensure students success. You will
also learn about the opportunities available outside of the classroom, including living
on campus and how to find your community on campus. And lastly, learn about UCLA’s

holistic review and hear how applications are reviewed.
 
 

Sembrando Queer Semillas- Gender & Sexuality from 
MEChA de UCLA (Bilingual- Kaplan A48)

The platica will work to unpack what gender and sexuality are as social constructs and
how they have acted to discriminate and displace queer/LGBT Latinx communities
specifically. We will explore what it means to survive as queer youth but also what

hope there is in our futures.
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Cops off Campus: Peace Building with the YJC- Youth 
Justice Coalition (English- Kaplan A56)

This workshop will cover how a grassroots abolition organization like the YJC uses a
program of Peace Builders (members who are respected by the community and are 

often formerly incarcerated) as a replacement for cops on campus at the Free LA High
School. They use non-violence, de-escalation, and transformative justice practices. 

 
Holistic Wellness Empowerment- MEChA Calmecac

 (English- Kaplan A60)
In this workshop, we will dive into the importance of holistic wellness and mental
health. Along with learning the realities of how mental health stigma affect Latinx

youth. Join us in a roundtable conversation on how we can retain ourselves and
empower ourselves to engage in healthy holistic wellness. 

 
Decolonial Theatre: Decolonizing the Creation of Theatre

Through Community Engagement- Teatro Toibingna
(Bilingual- Kaplan A66)

In this workshop we will be playing theatre games as a group, that will incorporate
the use of different languages. Anyone is welcomed regardless of physical ability,
language barrier, or prior experience in the performing arts, in fact, we welcome

people who have never done theatre before. At Teatro Toibingna our goal is to build
community through the art of theatre. 

 
 

WORKSHOPS: SESSION 2 
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WORKSHOPS: SESSION 3 
Fu+u®3- Arte y Resistencia (Bilingual- Kaplan A26)

Pandemia, war, climate change, economical crisis: Who can save us from the abyss? 
We don’t have the answer, in fact there’s no one single answer...the world has become so complex, that
we only know we have to invent the answer TOGETHER. A scifi-movie project made with indigenas from

Michoacán, NFTs in collaboration with mexican rockstars, a TV show in purepecha on national
television, home made animations developed during the pandemia, a mural comic made with high

temperature ceramic against racism, a documentary long feature film about charros against nazis, an
awarded shortfilm about immigrants in Tijuana etc. We want to share our experience with young

warriors who want to defeat hate, fear, dead and destruction, with creative strategies that go beyond
giving likes in social media.

 
Si Se Puede!: Organizing Amazon in Los Angeles- LA Federation of

Labor (English- Kaplan A30)
Amazon is increasingly hurting Latinx and Black working class communities across Los Angeles by

providing unsafe working conditions, collaborating with ICE and polluting our neighborhoods. Join the
LA County Federation of Labor to talk about how organized workers and communities can take control

of the richest corporation in the world, and how you can get involved in the fight in Los Angeles!
 

ShElla EmpowHerment: Voice, Vision & Veritas- UCLA Gymnastics
Alumna, Latinas In Hollywood (English, some Spanish- Kaplan A32)

ShElla. ShEh-Ya. What is My PowHer?
Daug(Hijas)ters, Sis(Hermanas)ters - Mujer(Women)es. CreatriXX.

Brava! Celebrating my knowing that my educational pursuits bring more healthy and productive gifts to
me - the majority. In elevating my earning powHer and becoming an active playHer in decisions

affecting me while creating evolutionary futures for my family, my sisters and commUnity. The special
Heart sharing of me. In this workshop, we will dive into the importance of holistic wellness and mental
health. Along with learning the realities of how mental health stigma affect Latinx youth. Join us in a
roundtable conversation on how we can retain ourselves and empower ourselves to engage in healthy

holistic wellness. 
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Inhala, Exhala: Avoiding Burnout - MEChA Yolotzonyo
(English- Kaplan A40) 

As first-generation students, we are often pressured into performing our absolute
best in academics while at the same time upholding societal expectations of

being the best version of ourselves. This can often lead to burying thoughts and
feelings in the subconscious mind that can affect you without realizing it. We

welcome you to our space to explore these feelings and share forms of becoming
proactive to process them

Restorative Justice: Empowerment from the Past &
Healing for the Future - MEChA Yolotzonyo 

(English- Kaplan A48) 
Learn about Indigenous/Native history through a game of Loteria and with this
knowledge of the past feel empowered to design your future by creating vision
boards. By understanding the history and power of the land, we can apply this
knowledge to empower ourselves to design futures that honor the history and
resistance of the land. Fun and educational workshop with fun activities and

prizes. 

WORKSHOPS: SESSION 3 
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PLAN, PREPARE, APPLY AND DISCOVER THE FUTURE-

eMancipate Me (Bilingual- Kaplan A46)
 This workshop is set to inspire students and help guide them with our customized

Master Plan. Our Plan will help parents, administrators, students, and teachers
communicate and work together for the greatest success of our students.

PREPARING them to sit down confidently with their college and career advisor to
APPLY for college or the workforce.

 

 DailyBruin (English- Kaplan A56) 
Everybody has a story worth sharing. In this workshop, we will be discussing

techniques for how we can write personal narratives about our lives to share our
experiences with other people and connect our memories with the world around
us. We’ll read and analyze examples of narrative stories written by students, and

then try writing our own stories. We will also be talking about how powerful
storytelling is important in the field of journalism.

 

Financial Aid Outreach- UCLA Financial Aid Office 
(English- Kaplan A68)

 The Financial Aid Office will be available to answer questions and provide
information about different student aid opportunities available from the Federal

Government, State of California, and Institutions.
 

WORKSHOPS: SESSION 3 
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ENTERTAINMENT

Danza Azteca Xochipilli

Danza Azteca Xochipilli is an Aztec Indigenous
troupe. Their traditional Aztec dance performance
presents the culture, color, spirit, and rhythms of

native Meso-American cultures. 
@danza.aztecaxochipilli
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CO-CHAIRS

Veronica is a 2nd year Nursing
Major at UCLA. She is dedicated to

empowering and advocating for
underserved Latinx communities
in healthcare and is passionate

about making high-quality
healthcare accessible to Latinx

communities.
 

Josh Perez Veronica Macias
Josh is a 3rd year MIMG Major
and Chicano Studies minor at
UCLA. He currently interns 

at UCLA Radiology, and
 is dedicated to empowering
youth through involvement in

organizations that assist 
Latinx youth. 
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LAND ACKNOWLEDGMENT
UCLA students reside and study on the unceded, occupied lands of

the Kizh-Gabrielino peoples, who are the original caretakers of
this land. We acknowledge we are currently settlers on the land

where UCLA resides, and commit ourselves to support any and all
efforts of the Kizh-Gabrielino and other Indigenous peoples in
reclaiming their land, as well as Indigenous students on this

campus holding UCLA accountable.
 

MEChA de UCLA congratulates the UCLA American Indian Student
Association (@nativebruins) on their wins in gaining a Living

Learning Community for Native students. We urge UCLA to move
forward in the creation of an American Indian Resource Center,

allocate more funding towards admissions for Native students, and
rename Janss Steps to Kuruvungna Steps. 
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RESOURCES

Financial Aid/
Scholarships

studentaid.ed.gov
hsf.net

goldendoorscholars.org
dream.csac.ca.gov/landing

uncf.org

UCLA
admission.ucla.edu

financialaid.ucla.edu 
universityofcalifornia.edu
aap.ucla.edu/units/cccp/

College
commonapp.org
csumentor.edu

collegeexpress.com
gocollegenow.org
home.ccapply.org
apply.universityof

california.edu
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MAP
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THANK YOU FOR
COMING AND MAKING

OUR 29th ANNUAL
CONFERENCE!

Our event was funded by the Campus Programs Committee
of the Program Activities Board and the USA/BOD

Programming and Associated Students Interaction Fund


